Welcome to the fossil hunting area, part of the
Kings Dyke Nature Reserve and RIG site.

FOSSIL HUNTING AT KINGS DYKE

There are a wide range of fossils found in this area.
These are mainly marine fauna, (creatures that live
in the sea) from the Jurassic Period, 160 million
years ago. Then, the sea was thought to be as
deep as the English Channel is now.
We can still find traces of these creatures, as animals
with bones, hard shells or scales that have been
fossilised under the pressure of the material
deposited upon them.
Typical fossils which can be found in the area are
shown on the first chart. Belemnites, gryphea and
ammonites are the most common. Look out also for
fossilised wood, which can sometimes be found at
this site from branches or trees which floated out to
sea.
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TOP TIPS FOR FOSSIL HUNTING
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Shark tooth

*

Looking on the surface, you will find 3-D
fossils like belemnites and gryphea
scattered around.

*

Alternatively, find a clump of layered clay.
Look for a crack between the layers. At
this point split the clay with a flat
strong instrument like a wall paper
scraper or trowel.

*

You will often find flattened ammonites
inside. These are very delicate and are
best if they are transported in a box
padded with paper or tissue. The fossils
should be varnished as soon as you get
home to prevent them from drying out

*

Teeth or bones of pliosaurs, crocodiles and
sharks are scarce and most likely to be
found by sifting through the soft clay.

*

PLEASE DO NOT CROSS THE BARRIER
FENCE. QUARRY WORKINGS CAN BE
VERY DANGEROUS.
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Gastropods
Worm burrow
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FOSSIL REMAINS YOU MIGHT FIND
(Not to scale)
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WHAT THE CREATURES LOOKED LIKE
(Match the numbers to the fossils)
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